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Key findings 

 » Exposure to alcohol marketing increases young people’s likelihood of starting to drink alcohol at a younger 
age and drinking alcohol at higher risk levels later in life.1 Ensuring that children are not exposed to alcohol 
marketing is therefore important to preventing harm. 

 » Multinational alcohol producer Asahi’s Hard Solo closely resembles the well-recognised non-alcoholic soft drink 
Solo. Because of the clear similarities between the two products, there is concern that the product promotes the 
use of alcoholic products among young people, and that children may confuse the alcoholic version with the soft 
drink. 

 » This analysis examined content relating to Hard Solo on TikTok, a platform where it’s estimated almost half the 
 

views and 741,700 views, according to the TikTok mobile application on 20 October 2023. 

 » When analysing the content on TikTok, three key themes consistently emerged:  
1. Appeal to young people 
2. Speed and ease of intoxication 
3. The masked taste of alcohol 

 » Currently in Australia, there isn’t federal regulation covering alcohol marketing. Instead, alcohol companies 
set their own advertising rules through the ineffective, industry-led and funded scheme: Alcohol Beverages 
Advertising Code (ABAC).

 » In the absence of comprehensive federal government regulation, legislation in some states and territories 
allow regulators to restrict alcoholic products that are likely to be confused with soft drink,3–6 e.g., through a 
resemblance to soft drink. These jurisdictions can therefore take definitive action now to ensure young people 
are free from the risks associated with Hard Solo, a product that closely resembles the Solo soft drink.

What did this analysis include? 

FARE explored what members of the community have said about the alcoholic product Hard Solo online. 

Between 3 and 10 October 2023, a review was carried out of examples of TikTok videos that mentioned Hard Solo along with 
comments made on these videos.

During October 2023, the levels of engagement with Hard Solo-related videos and hashtags on TikTok was also examined.

users are aged 13 to 24 years.  The hashtags ‘#hardsolo’* and ‘#hardsoloalcoholic’ respectively had 10.2 million

*As hashtags are user-generated, these numbers may include some other topics using the same hashtag
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What did the analysis conclude? 

People are widely exposed to Hard Solo through TikTok

The hashtags ‘#hardsolo’ and ‘#hardsoloalcoholic’ had 10.2 million views and 741,700 views respectively, according to the 
TikTok mobile application on 20 October 2023. There was also high engagement with this content. Nine of the TikTok videos 
referenced in this report alone had a collective total of over 120,000 likes as of 10 October 2023.

Upon analysis of these Hard Solo-related TikTok videos, three key themes arose:

1. Appeal to young people   
Within this theme, many young people (who appear under 25 years old) shared videos where they talked about and/
or were drinking Hard Solo. This included dialogue about the appeal of the product to young people.

2. Speed and ease of intoxication 
Within this theme, there was an emphasis on the ease of drinking to intoxication and the speed at which this can occur 
with this product.

3. Masked taste of alcohol 
Within this theme, there was an emphasis on the way that alcohol is masked by the taste of soft drink.

Key examples of each of these themes are provided below.
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THEME 1: APPEAL TO YOUNG PEOPLE

This video shows two young people dancing while 
one holds a can of the alcoholic product. The video 
caption includes the phrase ‘have another’ and 
‘#hardsoloalcoholic’. Source

“This will take over Schoolies 2023-2024.”

This video captures young people tasting the original Solo 
and alcoholic Hard Solo. One notes the similarity of the 
alcoholic product’s taste to the original soft drink. Source

“If I was back at 18 this is all I’d drink.”

“If you’re [an] 18-year-old who doesn’t like the taste of 
alcohol, I highly recommend [Hard Solo].”

In this video, they state that their 18-year-old self would 
get intoxicated from two or three of these products and 
recommended the product to people aged 18 who dislike 
alcoholic taste. Source

https://www.tiktok.com/@kiara.kkennedy/video/7285625730380074241
https://www.tiktok.com/@cardio_champ/video/7259393209648844034?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696390993236
https://www.tiktok.com/@maeganannecross/video/7262304024291069186?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696387205920
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THEME 2: SPEED AND EASE OF INTOXICATION

“Like could you down like four of them?”

“Yeah!”

This video shows two young people discussing Hard Solo, 
with one drinking it. This young person compares the 
alcoholic product to the original non-alcoholic soft drink, 
and agrees that they could drink a large amount (‘down 
four’ cans) of Hard Solo. Source

This video shows a young person drinking the alcoholic 
product with the overlaid text “can confirm the [Hard Solos] 
go down like water”. This indicates that the product could 
encourage rapid drinking to intoxication. Source

“These will get you messed up.” Source

“I could drink a lot of that.” Source

“[Someone said] that you could get really [drunk] really 
quick on these”. “I could drink this so easily.” Source

“I [can’t] drink fast usually but these [disappear] from my 
glass so quickly.” Source (video caption)

These quotes are from four separate videos where the 
theme of drinking Hard Solo to intoxication also arose.

This comment discussing rapid intoxication was made in response to a Hard Solo-related TikTok video. Source

“You can definitely down a couple of these … without 
realising how many you’ve had.”

A young person discusses how Solo is a “classic favourite”, 
saying the alcoholic product packaging is “iconic”. They also 
noted the minimal alcohol taste. Source

https://www.tiktok.com/@hollylieschke/video/7261200060392787208?q=hard%20solo%20alcohol&t=1696379446073
https://www.tiktok.com/@ainsleycoote/video/7261167319550790913?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696387205920
https://www.tiktok.com/@cardio_champ/video/7259393209648844034?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696390993236
https://www.tiktok.com/@jackshaysreviews/video/7276060394383363329?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696387205920
https://www.tiktok.com/@kals1991/video/7261560424322174226?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696390993236
https://www.tiktok.com/@maeganannecross/video/7262304024291069186?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696387205920
https://www.tiktok.com/@kenny__b/video/7261159639184624897?q=hard%20solo%20alcohol&t=1696377419399
https://www.tiktok.com/@beau_david_newton/video/7276745378622377234?q=comparing%20hard%20solo%20to%20solo&t=1696545416203
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THEME 3: MASKED TASTE OF ALCOHOL

“Doesn’t taste like alcohol at all.” 

In this video, two young people discuss Hard Solo. One 
notes that the product does not have an alcohol taste. 
Source

“To be honest I can’t even tell there’s any alcohol in here.” 
“That’s quite concerning.”

“If I was a kid and I just picked this up, I wouldn’t even 
know the difference.”

In this video, a person talks about the lack of alcohol taste 
and cautions adults to “be mindful of children with these”. 
Source

“This is dangerous because it tastes just like Solo, it 
doesn’t taste like anything else.”

“You definitely don’t taste any alcohol” Source

This comment on a Hard Solo-related TikTok video stressed that the product masks the alcohol taste. Source

https://www.tiktok.com/@jackshaysreviews/video/7276060394383363329?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696387205920
https://www.tiktok.com/@mischievously_wild/video/7262986477120883970?q=comparing%20hard%20solo%20to%20solo&t=1696548560682
https://www.tiktok.com/@kals1991/video/7261560424322174226?q=%23hardsolo&t=1696390993236
https://www.tiktok.com/@kenny__b/video/7261159639184624897?q=hard%20solo%20alcohol&t=1696377419399
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Conclusion

The lack of alcohol marketing regulation results in young people being widely exposed to products like Hard Solo, which 
resembles the well-recognised Solo soft drink. 

Until federal government regulation is implemented, legislation in some jurisdictions can restrict alcoholic products that are 
likely to be confused with soft drink,3,4 e.g., through a resemblance to soft drink. 

Alcohol marketing regulation is needed and should be developed and administered by the federal government, with a focus 
on preventing and reducing the significant harm from alcohol.
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